ECOGUARD TYPE D
FOR DRILLING APPLICATIONS

VIRTUALLY
DUST-FREE

✓ Convenient and Easy to Use
✓ Eliminates Clean-Up and Downtime on the Jobsite
✓ Fits Most Popular Drills and Hammer Drills

Made for:
• Makita® Model No. BHR202Z
• Bosch Model No. RHH180
• DeWalt Model No. DCH253
• Milwaukee Model No. 2605-20
• Hilti Model No. TE4-A18
• Many others

Alpha® Recommends using a vacuum to remove dust from the Ecoguards.

Refer to OSHA Standard 1926.1153 - Respirable Crystalline Silica for Specified Exposure Control Methods.

PART NO. | SIZE | RECOMMENDED FOR | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | --- | ---
ECOGRDDL | ≥ 6” | Long Drill Bits | Ecoguard Dust Collection Cover Type DL
ECOGRDDS | ≤ 6” | Short Drill Bits | Ecoguard Dust Collection Cover Type DS
803172 | | Use with Ecoguard Type D | Universal Handle for Hammer Drills
ECOVKIT | | Use with Ecoguard D | Vacuum Adapter Kit
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